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Hydrodynamic pressure 
buid-up

Object

Residual 
Level 
Control

Positive control of fluid by fluid-
dynamic differential pressure 
induction, distinctive roll construction, 
and system composition by Masroll*

Function and Effectiveness:

Conformal elasticity exerted by the
roll-pad

Consitency Comprementary effectiveness 
by roll function, ablity and roll-pad 
performance (wear and cut resistance 
and elastic conformity and durability)

exerts conformal elasticity,  
maintains uniform wetness, and 
gives homogeneous contactDurability

effectively operates at low
to medium pressure loading
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When a strip thickness is large (e.g. over 
4mm), surface has embossed roughness not 
being unifomly flat, etc.  with

c

“Extra Fine” composition
and micro-capillaries

Microfier, bundle of

Elastomer bind

e
F

at edges

Volumetric 
displacemetnt effect 

to take place 

Whereas you may ordinarily have...

“Wiry and Corse”  (acting composition roughness)
e.g. Typical residual level：

Saturated

Fluid 
escape

Bank
generated Virtually no volumetric 

displacement - action - takes
place effectively

Gap

Regular fibers compacted 
hard and solid

。

△     relatively effective to nail-like 
penetration or pointing piercing 

×  very poor against facial 
depression 
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e' By       (i.e its hardness and solidity), 
with more pressure           , 
more depression
     
and/or edge wear/cut

can result

d'
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Confinement 
(by recurrent shape 
recovery)

b
may leave observable drip, 
but the matter by Masroll is 
generally claimed to be far 
better than regurally achieved

                         In addition to the natural 
anti-wear strength of the roll-pad material 
- illustrated in detail by the “EX-wiper Masroll” 
literature - that Masroll carries, the small 
           and     also contribute to the renowned
Masroll characteristics to give smooth and limited wear
Fsmall
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Masroll

Distinctive Masroll micro-fiber 
elastomer composite materials* and 
their capillary action

by means of

Virtually allow large amount 
of fluid carry-over/escape to 
emerge at edges

Gap, visible

e.g. Typical residual level of Masroll 

Ultimate finishing

Powered 
discharge

Saturation controlled
and absorption sustained
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Flarge
By the small            and 
    , consistent recovery 
from deformation is 
achieved 

Micro-fiber

Elastomer Composite in action

≈0

* Only available with Masroll

* USP, EPC, JP and others in major 12 countries, 
 granted （JP 4484168 and others） or being 
 applied

Comprementary effectiveness 
by roll-function, ability (to allow low to
medium loading pressure operation) 
and roll-pad performance

● ≈0（by natural vaporization）～0.2g/m2 for water-related
●  0.3～0.5g/m2 for oil-related

MASROLL

Fluid-dynamically Activ
at

ed

● ≈3～5 g/m2 with water-related

Optimum finish 

Quality

Efficiency
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